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DOMESTIC INDICES

Close Points % Change

SENSEX 43828 -695 -1.56

NIFTY 12858 -197 -1.51

MIDCAP 16444 -295 -1.76

SMALL CAP 16363 -187 -1.13

SECTORAL INDICES

Close Points % Change

OIL & GAS 13304 10 0.08

METAL 9811 -93 -0.94

POWER 1978 -28 -1.39

Finance 6504 -105 -1.59

IT 21761 -353 -1.60

CD 26153 -430 -1.62

TECK 10017 -169 -1.66

CG 16864 -288 -1.68

AUTO 19769 -350 -1.74

Healthcare 19887 -383 -1.89

BANKEX 33457 -682 -2.00

REALTY 1990 -45 -2.19

BSE 200 GAINERS/LOSERS

GAINERS % LOSERS % 

ONGC 6.25 LTI -6.83

FRETAIL 4.95 PIIND -5.67

BANKBARODA 4.59 TRENT -5.58

UNIONBANK 3.89 BAJAJHLDNG -5.39

CANBK 3.54 IDEA -5.36

ADVANCE/DECLINES

BSE %

ADVANCES 1110 37

DECLINES 1689 57

UNCHANGED 165 6

INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY

Rs Cr 25/11/20 24/11/20 Nov Total

FII 24 4563 54625 (prov.)

DII -1840 -2522 -39338 (prov.)

Indian markets could open higher following largely positive
Asian markets today and despite mildly negative Dow Jones
index in US markets on Wednesday.…

The technology-heavy Nasdaq index closed at a fresh record
Wednesday, its first in three months, but with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average retreated modestly from its historic close
above a milestone at 30,000 seen Tuesday. After a record-setting
day Tuesday for the Dow, investors took a breather from rotating
out of shares of companies in previously “unloved” sectors of the
economy during the pandemic.

US markets will be closed on Thursday for Thanksgiving and will
shutter early on Friday.

Weekly data on jobless claims from the Labor Department
showed 778,000 people filed for unemployment for the first
time, marking the second weekly gain in a row. A report on
orders for long-lasting goods for October showed a sixth-straight
monthly rise, but one that was lower than forecasts.

West Texas Intermediate crude for January delivery rose 80
cents, or 1.8%, to end at $45.71 a barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange – closing at more than 8 month high. Oil
extended gains after the Energy Information Administration said
U.S. crude inventories fell by around 800,000 barrels last
week. The OPEC+ alliance is scheduled to ease existing curbs in
January, but is expected to decide at a Nov. 30-Dec. 1 meeting to
delay that move.

Bank credit growth in India decelerated to 5.8% in the September
quarter from 8.9% in the year-ago period, according to the
Reserve Bank of India data. Aggregate deposits of banks rose 11%
year-on-year in the July-September period as compared to 10.1%
growth a year ago.

Crude oil processed by Indian refiners rose to its highest in seven
months in October as fuel demand picked up although
throughput remained lower than a year earlier, hurt by the
coronavirus pandemic’s impact on industrial and transport
activity. Crude oil throughput in October dropped 16.1% from a
year earlier to 4.35 million barrels per day (18.39 million tonnes),
but was the highest since March.

Asian shares were largely higher after opening flat to down on
Thursday as the hot run up in global markets took a breather,
with investors switching their focus from vaccine hopes to
disappointing U.S. jobs data and new COVID-19 lockdowns.

Indian equity benchmark indices came under huge selling
pressure on Nov 25 after three day gaining streak and ended
deep in the red. At close Nifty ended down at 12,858.40, falling
196.75 points or 1.51 percent.

Nifty has witnessed formation of a bearish engulfing top after a
sustained rise. Nifty 12730-12745 could be the support for the
near term while 12934-12948 could be the resistance. Nifty could
face selling pressure on rises from hereon for the next few days.
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GLOBAL INDICES

EXCHANGE RATES

Value % Change

USD/INR 73.8 0.20

EURO/USD 1.192 0.08

USD/GBP 1.339 0.05

USD/JPY 104.4 -0.09

COMMODITIES

Value %

Gold ($ / Oz) 1808.8 0.18

Silver ($ / Oz) 23.4 0.31

Crude Oil Futures 46.0 0.57

Brent Oil ($ / Barrel) 48.9 0.27

BOND YIELD

Value % Chg bps

IND10 Yr Bond Yield 5.89 +1

ADR

Value $ %

Dr Reddys Labs 64.3 -1.83

HDFC Bank 68.2 -1.98

ICICI Bank 13.0 -1.52

Tata Motors 11.8 0.68

Wipro 5.08 -0.97

Vedanta Ltd 6.24 -2.19

INFOSYS 15.10 -2.77

Close Points % Chg

DOW JONES 29872 -173.77 -0.58

S & P 500 3630 -5.76 -0.16

NASDAQ 12094 57.62 0.48

FTSE 6391 -41.08 -0.64

CAC 5571 12.87 0.23

DAX 13290 -2.64 -0.02

NIKKEI 225 26471 174.14 0.66

SANGHAI COMP. 3358 -4.48 -0.13

HANG SENG 26697 26.95 0.10

BOVESPA 110133 346.23 0.32

Laurus Labs to enter biotech segment with the acquisition of
Richcore Lifesciences
Laurus Labs has signed a definitive agreement to acquire 72.55
percent stake in Richcore Lifesciences for Rs 246.7 crore. Richcore
had registered revenues of Rs 29cr and EBITDA of Rs 11.3cr in H1
FY21.

“We are very excited about this acquisition, as this gives us entry
into the high-barrier biotechnology segment. Laurus Labs will
bring scale to Richcore’s operations and can become a major
player in the biotech space,” Satyanarayana Chava, founder and
CEO, Lauras Labs, said.

Laurus Labs will fund the acquisition from its internal accruals and
this acquisition will be revenue and PAT accretive. The deal will
be closed on or before March,2021.

Siemens Q4 revenues dipped 9% at Rs 3547cr
Siemens reported better than expected numbers for the quarter.
Revenues for the quarter declined 9% yoy to Rs 3547cr. Other
Income slipped 56% yoy at Rs 62.5cr. PAT degrew 1% yoy at Rs
330cr. Company recommended Rs 7 per share as final dividend.

SC adjourns OTSC hearing to next week
The Supreme Court has adjourned until next week on hearing in
the one-time spectrum charge (OTSC) case. This may be the
culmination of another battle between the government and the
telcos over statutory dues and is expected be a high impact case.
If the ruling is in favour of the telcos, then it can reduce their
liability by more than 60% of the Rs 25,000 crore amount being
demanded by telecom department.

L&T wins Rs 3,000 crore order to construct India's longest river
bridge
L&T has received Rs 3000cr contract to construct India’s longest
road bridge across river Brahmaputra connecting Dhubri in Assam
to Phulbari in Meghalaya.

The bridge will have big strategic relevance by improving the
connectivity of the North Eastern States with the rest of the
country and establish a vital link between Assam and Meghalaya
by reducing the distance between the two states by 250 km.

DBS Bank takeover of Lakshmi Vilas Bank get Cabinet nod
Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved the merger of Lakshmi
Vilas Bank with DBS Bank India. With this nod, there will be no
further restrictions on withdrawal limits for depositors. The
Centre has asked the RBI to take action against the people in
management who drove the bank to brink of collapse. Lakshmi
Vilas Bank is the second bank to be rescued by the government in
2020 after private lender Yes Bank.
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Amazon-Future tussle: Singapore's arbitration court rejects Future Retail's plea
Future Retail Ltd's plea to be excluded from being a party to the Amazon-Future Coupons' arbitration proceedings has
been turned down and the Court of Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) has ordered that the arbitration
shall proceed. According to the sources close to the development, FRL had approached the Court of SIAC saying the
arbitration proceedings were part of a contract to which the company is not a party. The company had pleaded that it
be excluded from being a party on account of jurisdiction objection. However, the Court of SIAC has decided that the
arbitration process shall proceed and accordingly, a tribunal will be constituted in this matter.

Important news/developments to influence markets

 Amidst strong competition for a limited supply of homes for sale, as well as rapidly increasing home prices, purchase
applications increased for both conventional and government borrowers. Furthermore, purchase activity has
surpassed year-ago levels for over six months. U.S. Mortgage applications increased 3.9% from one week earlier.

 New orders for key U.S. made capital goods supported by demand for computers and metals, underscoring a
manufacturing sector increased more than expected in October, but in a slower momentum in line with expectations
for slower economic growth in the fourth quarter. Core Capital Goods Orders Rise 0.8% in October.

 US Jobless claims rose for the second straight week, to 778,000, a sign the nationwide surge in virus cases was
starting to weigh on the labor-market recovery.

 US Gross domestic product grew at an un-revised 33.1% annualized rate. The increase in third quarter GDP reflected
continued efforts to reopen businesses and resume activities that were postponed or restricted due to COVID-19.

 Consumer sentiment in the U.S. deteriorated by slightly more than expected in the month of November on
coronavirus angst.

 New-home sales in the U.S. held up in October, remaining near the best pace since 2006 and well above pre-
pandemic levels. The housing market is being driven by record low mortgage rates. The COVID-19 pandemic, which
has seen at least 21% of the labor force working from home, has led to a migration from city centers to suburbs and
other low-density areas as Americans seek out spacious accommodation for home offices and schools. However,
purchases of new single-family houses dropped 0.3% from September to a 999,000.

 The American Petroleum Institute (API) reported an increase of 4.174 million barrels of crude oil inventories for the
previous week ending Nov. 13 driven by hopes that a COVID-19 vaccine will boost fuel demand.

 U.S. energy firms added oil and natural gas rigs this week, boosting the oil count for the fourth month in a row as
producers return to the wellpad with crude prices mostly trading over $40 a barrel since mid June. Total active
drilling rigs in the U.S. rose by 10 to 320. U.S. oil rigs added 10 to 241, the highest level since May 15, while gas rigs
gained 1 to 77 and 2 rigs. Rigs targeting oil in the Permian Basin increased by 5 to 160.
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Daily View on Nifty

Nifty Intra Timeframe (15 Min) Nifty Daily Timeframe

Technical Observation:
Markets ended with heavy losses on Wednesday after a gap up opening. The Nifty witnessed selling pressure from the highs as
it finally lost 196.75 points or 1.51% to close at 12,858.4. Broad market indices like the BSE Small Cap index lost less, thereby
out performing the Sensex/Nifty. Market breadth was negative on the BSE/NSE.

Zooming into the Nifty 15 min charts, we observe that the Nifty opened with an up gap and proceeded to move to new life
highs in the morning session. But selling pressure soon emerged and brought the index down by more than 300 points from the
highs. In the process, the 20 period MA has moved below the 50 period MA and the Nifty index has also closed below both
these key MAs. This indicates that the bears now have an upper hand for the very near term. We therefore expect the Nifty to
move lower towards the recent swing lows of 12730 in the very near term.

On the daily chart, we can observe that the Nifty has been continuously moving higher almost for four weeks after finding
support at the 50-day SMA. The Nifty also remains above the 20 day SMA. Wednesday’s correction was the first major
correction seen in the last 4 weeks. The Nifty has in fact made an engulfing line Bearish candlestick pattern.

As this is a bearish pattern, we expect the Nifty index to move lower towards the previous swing lows of 12607 in the coming 3-
7 trading sessions. Short term pullback rallies cannot be ruled out. As the intermediate and long term trend remain up, there is
a good possibility that the correction could halt around these levels and the index could consolidate before resuming the
intermediate uptrend. We recommend a go slow approach on fresh longs till we see signs of sustainable strength emerging. Our
bearish bets for the next 7 days will be off if the Nifty moves higher and crosses the previous swing highs of 13040.

Conclusion:
The 1-2 day trend of the Nifty is now down and Nifty is likely to target the 12730 levels in the very near term. Our 3-7 day
targets are at 12607 as the Nifty has reversed its recent uptrend on the intra day timeframe and has made an engulfing line
bearish pattern on the daily charts. We therefore expect more downsides in the coming sessions. Our bearish bets for next 7
days are off if Nifty moves higher and crosses the previous swing highs of 13040.

Nifty LTP 2-Day  View Reversal level 7-Day View Reversal level

12858.40 Bearish Move above 12962 Bearish Move above 13040

Target: 12730 Target: 12607
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DATA & EVENTS

OPEN SHORT-TERM TRADING CALLS

NOTE: ALL TRADING RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY TEAM ARE ON REAL TIME BASIS. A TRADING RECOMMENDATION SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED CLOSED OR SQUARED OFF AS AND WHEN A STOPLOSS OR TARGET IS TOUCHED IN INTRADAY TRADING. DO NOT WAIT FOR
TARGET ACHIEVED OR STOPLOSS MESSAGE TO CLOSE THE POSITIONS. REFER JAMMOON FOR TIMELY ENTRY AND EXIT FROM
RECOMMENDATIONS.

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET
UPSIDE 

%
VALID TILL

1 25-NOV-20 SELL BANK NIFTY NOV FUT 29331.60-29540 29185.0 29620.0 28900 1 30-NOV-20

2 25-NOV-20 BUY
NIFTY 12800 DEC PUT 

OPTION (3RD DEC 
EXPIRY)

97.9 110.0 70.0 150 36 2-DEC-20

3 25-NOV-20 BUY
BANK NIFTY 29500 

DEC PUT OPTION (3RD 
DEC EXPIRY)

723.9 755.0 550.0 1000 32 2-DEC-20

4 18-NOV-20 BUY ERIS LIFE SCIENCE 501-519.35 523.0 490.0 558 7 2-DEC-20

5 19-NOV-20 BUY ABFRL 159.55 155.4 154.5 170 9 3-DEC-20

6 24-NOV-20 BUY SONATA SOFTWARE 348.50-338 342.0 333.0 369 8 8-DEC-20

7 24-NOV-20 BUY JYOTH LAB 141.90-136.50 140.0 135.0 151 8 3-DEC-20

8 25-NOV-20 BUY HAL 790-814.05 809.0 775.0 872 8 9-DEC-20

OPEN CASH POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL 
TARGET 

1 
TARGET 

2
UPSIDE % VALID TILL

1 30-JUL-20 BUY
GLENMARK 
PHARMA*

445.9 467.5 415.0 483.0 530.0 13 26-JAN-21

2 4-NOV-20 BUY
AUROBINDO 

PHARMA*
781.1 853.8 752.0 837.0 900.0 5 2-FEB-21

3 9-NOV-20 BUY POLYCAB 940.0 925.7 857.0 1024.0 1055.0 14 7-FEB-21

4 9-NOV-20 BUY
AU SMALL 
FINANCE *

817.3 858.0 760.0 880.0 980.0 14 8-MAY-21

5 10-NOV-20 BUY DELTA CORP* 121.7 129.3 112.0 135.0 150.0 16 8-FEB-21

6 12-NOV-20 BUY CUMMINS* 477.0 526.9 425.0 529.0 600.0 14 11-MAY-21

7 14-NOV-20 BUY CDSL 505.0 475.0 450.0 556.0 610.0 28 12-FEB-21

8 17-NOV-20 BUY ARVIND FASHIONS 129.7 130.9 116.0 146.0 173.0 32 15-FEB-21

9 19-NOV-20 BUY VINATI ORGANICS 1140.3 1163.0 1055.0 1255.0 1400.0 20 17-FEB-21

10 19-NOV-20 BUY
SUPRAJIT 

ENGINEERING
195.4 195.9 175.0 220.0 250.0 28 17-FEB-21
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DATA & EVENTS

OPEN E-MARGIN POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 30-OCT-20 BUY NESTLE INDIA 17119.0 17457.2 16048.0 19200.0 - 10 30-JAN-21

2 5-NOV-20 BUY BRITANNIA INDS 3518.0 3556.5 3370.0 3780.0 4030.0 13 5-FEB-21

3 5-NOV-20 BUY TATA CONSUMER 507.6 516.0 480.0 536.0 585.0 13 5-FEB-21

4 10-NOV-20 BUY RADICO KHAITAN 465.5 441.2 420.0 523.0 565.0 28 10-FEB-21

5 11-NOV-20 BUY GAIL* 91.0 102.0 85.0 98.0 109.0 7 11-MAY-21

6 14-NOV-20 BUY
SYNGENE 

INTERNATIONAL
565.3 563.0 505.0 635.0 700.0 24 14-FEB-21

7 14-NOV-20 BUY
MAS FINANCIAL 

SERVICE*
930.0 1011.0 820.0 1040.0 1150.0 14 14-MAY-21

8 17-NOV-20 BUY L&T 1083.0 1117.2 940.0 1229.0 1372.0 23 17-MAY-21

9 23-NOV-20 BUY BATA INDIA 1464.0 1490.0 1330.0 1630.0 1850.0 24 23-MAY-21

10 24-NOV-20 BUY RAYMOND 310.1 316.5 285.0 342.0 375.0 18 24-FEB-21

11 25-NOV-20 BUY GIC RE 139.0 139.5 126.0 154.0 175.0 25 25-MAY-21

*= 1st Target Achieved
**= 2nd Target Achieved

OPEN DERI POSITIONAL CALLS

NO. RECO DT. RECO COMPANY NAME ENTRY CMP SL TARGET 1 TARGET 2 UPSIDE %
VALID 
TILL

1 9-NOV-20 BUY MFSL NOV FUT 624.0 629.6 585.0 662.0 690.0 10
TIL 26TH 

NOV

2 23-NOV-20 BUY
TORRENT POWER 

DEC FUT
309.1 310.7 286.0 340.0 - 9

TILL 31ST 
DEC

3 23-NOV-20 BUY LUPIN DEC FUT 900.0 896.5 865.0 947.0 1013.0 13
TILL 31ST 

DEC

4 24-NOV-20 BUY
AUROBINDO PHARMA 

DEC FUT
859.8 856.7 810.0 920.0 970.0 13

TILL 31ST 
DEC
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Disclaimer:
This report has been prepared by HDFC Securities Ltd and is meant for sole use by the recipient and not for circulation. The
information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at, based upon information obtained in good faith from
sources believed to be reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty,
express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All such information and opinions are subject to change
without notice. This document is for information purposes only. Descriptions of any company or companies or their securities
mentioned herein are not intended to be complete and this document is not, and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of
an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments.
This report is not directed to, or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person
or entity who is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
reproduction, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or what would subject HSL or its affiliates to any registration or
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
If this report is inadvertently send or has reached any individual in such country, especially, USA, the same may be ignored and
brought to the attention of the sender. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published for any purposes without
prior written approval of HSL.
Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which could have an
adverse effect on their value or price, or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of
which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk.
It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security. HSL may from time to time solicit from,
or perform broking, or other services for, any company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments.
HSL and its affiliated company(ies), their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have a long or short position in, and buy
or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and
earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or
act as an advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any
recommendation and other related information and opinions.
HSL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained
due to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, fluctuation in the prices of
shares and bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc.
HSL and other group companies, its directors, associates, employees may have various positions in any of the stocks, securities and
financial instruments dealt in the report, or may make sell or purchase or other deals in these securities from time to time or may deal
in other securities of the companies / organizations described in this report.

HSL or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
HSL or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period preceding
twelve months from t date of this report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance,
investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction in the
normal course of business.
HSL or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in
connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither HSL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of this report. Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant
banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions. HSL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and
reach different conclusion from the information presented in this report.
Research entity has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an
officer, director or employee of the subject company. We have not received any compensation/benefits from the subject company or
third party in connection with the Research Report.
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